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Data are presented for the refractive index profiles for low-dose He1 ion-implanted LiNbO3

waveguides. In the nuclear stopping region, the extraordinary index is increased for low ion doses,
by contrast with index reduction normally associated with ion-implanted waveguiding structures.
The index increase was confirmed by fabricating a buried waveguide for the extraordinary index by
use of multi-energy implants. For single-energy implants, data are shown which map the
extraordinary index at the surface together with that in the nuclear collision zone, as a function of
angle relative to thezaxis of light propagation in surface waveguides forX andYcut LiNbO3. These
indices cross over near 45°, which results in a mode gap for which waveguide modes are not
supported. A mechanism for this behavior is discussed based on defect-induced lattice relaxation.
The phenomenon of a controlled mode gap may have applicability for optoelectronic and nonlinear
materials and devices. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!03104-1#
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INTRODUCTION

LiNbO3 is an outstanding material due to its hig
electro-optic and nonlinear optical coefficients and the f
that large single crystals are available at reasonable c
Many of the applications require optical waveguides and
effective and competitive technique for guide fabrication in
wide range of optoelectronic and nonlinear materials is
use of ion implantation with light ions (He1 or H1). This is
successful not only with LiNbO3 but also in materials where
chemical dopants to enhance the refractive indices are
available and implantation has become a practical route, w
more than 50 examples reported so far.1–4 Its general appli-
cability comes from the simplicity of the physical mech
nism that was proposed for defining a waveguide.5,6 The
original model capitalizes on the fact that the energetic li
ions lose most of their initial kinetic energy,;1 or 2 MeV,
by electronic interaction within the first few microns of th
sample, causing little or negligible structural damage. At
end of the ion track, the ions undergo elastic nuclear co
sions, causing atomic displacements, which at high do
above a few times 1016ions/cm2 lead to partial or even com
plete amorphization of the lattice. Associated with this e
ergy deposition and damage is a reduction of the density
is frequently accompanied by a decrease of refractive ind
Such a decrease in index acts as a optical barrier an
defines a waveguide in the surface layer. The overall mec
nism is insensitive to the target material but different insu

a!Electronic mail: p.d.townsend@sussex.ac.uk
3190021-8979/2000/87(7)/3199/4/$17.00
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tor materials, although following this general model, sho
more specific features. In many cases the electronic en
deposition causes a small positive change of the extrao
nary refractive index. Increases in index from nuclear co
sions have been observed from bond compaction in so
silicate glasses and in crystalline insulators index increa
can occur from modified bond rearrangements~as in
Bi4Ge3O12

1,7! or ionic motion (LiNbO3).
1–4,8 At low ion

beam doses (;131016ions/cm2) for crystals such as
Nd:YAG there is a small increase in index.1,9 With an ex-
panding literature more subtleties in the shapes of the ref
tive index profiles have been noted, and many examples h
been detailed in recent years for LiNbO3, especially for the
extraordinary index (ne).

1,8,10For example, it was found tha
the maximum increase of the extraordinary index is not
the surface, but is peaked deep inside the waveguide.
gives rise to the so called missing modes,10 which are modes
which cannot be coupled with a prism because they are
ied ~as indicated in current data!. A further deeply buried
strange mode, found for some limited implantation con
tions, corresponds to an index enhancement beyond the d
age barrier.8 Nevertheless, in all the standard high do
cases, bothno andne decreased by a few percentage in t
nuclear damage region to provide the usual optical barr
This was explained in terms of a decrease of density cau
by the He1 ion damage of the crystal. Explanations for th
details of thene profile include diffusion of Li ions into the
damage region, and/or lattice relaxation and restructuring

For LiNbO3 there have been no studies of the index p
files with small ion doses and in this letter we report on su
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Optical waveguide index pro
files for He implanted guides in
LiNbO3. Results in~a!, ~b!, and~c! are
for high dose implantation (2
31016 ions/cm2) and in ~d!, ~e!, and
~f! are for low dose implantation (1
31015 ions/cm2). Measured mode in-
dices atl50.633mm are shown as
horizontal dotted lines for the refrac
tive indices ofno (u50°) andne (u
590°). The central figures,~b! and
~e!, show the angular dependence
the refractive indices,ne(u), between
these extreme limits for the first thre
modes. Note, in the case of low dos
implantation there is a mode ga
around 45° 1~e!, where modes are no
detectable.
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refractive index profiles, which differ considerably from th
cases of high dose implantation with He ions. A novel fe
ture of mapping the hybrid indices betweenno andne is the
observation of a mode gap. New wave-guiding index str
tures resulting from multi-energy implants are also sho
which give further support in the modelling of the une
pected refractive index behavior described here. A sim
model is presented for the case of LiNbO3 which could be
relevant to other optoelectronic and nonlinear materials s
as KNbO3,

11–14BaTiO3,
14 LiIO3,

15 etc, where ion implanta-
tion for waveguide formation is the only currently availab
route.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

X andY-cut LiNbO3 samples were implanted with He1

ions at 2.0 MeV energy at room temperature. Doses as
as 131015 ions/cm2 were used~NB the standard dose fo
implanted waveguides in LiNbO3 has been in the rang
1 – 631016 ions/cm2). Three optical methods were used
determine the properties of the waveguides. Mode meas
ments leading to refractive index profiles were made wit
dark mode reflectivity setup with a resolution better th
0.0001. Profiles were modelled via a fitting algorithm sp
cifically developed for retrieving the index profiles of ion
implanted guides.16 Although both transverse electric~TE!
and transverse magnetic~TM! modes were routinely mea
sured, only TE polarization is used for the study of the a
isotropic behavior of the refractive index, i.e., for measur
the curvenTE(u), u being the angle between the light prop
gation direction and the opticalc axis of the LiNbO3

samples. By rotation of theX-or Y-cut samples under th
coupling prism, keeping the light direction and the pris
position fixed, the curvenTE(u) for the confined modes an
resonances above the isolation barrier were obtained. A
extreme points of the curve, the normalne andno indices are
measured, foru590° and 0°, respectively. In the cas
where there are buried modes which do not couple ef
tively to a surface prism, their presence can be inferred fr
the curve fitting and additionally their presence can be c
firmed on going fromu590° towards 0° as coupling wil
Downloaded 22 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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occur with changes in the index profile. Previous data1,8,10

used several wavelengths and surface removal to con
such examples ofstrangeor missingburied modes.

Finally, with a standard end-coupling system with m
croscope objectives and a digitalized charge coupled de
~CCD! camera, near field images of the out-coupled guid
light were taken (u590°), for TE and TM polarization, i.e
measuring extraordinary and ordinary modes, respectiv
Choosing an input polarization at 45° to the sample surfa
allows simultaneous coupling of TE and TM modes.

RESULTS

Figures 1~a! and 1~c!, show the measured mode data a
the resulting refractive index profile for the standard ion i
plantation dose (231016 ions/cm2). The main point to note
here is that in addition to the confined modes within t
optical well of the waveguide the higher order resonances
still valuable in analysis of the form of the profile. Indee
these extra data are essential for definition of complex p
files. Figures 1~b! and 1~e! contrast the measurements of th
optical anisotropy study,nTE(u), of the He implanted
waveguides, for a low dose of 131015 ions/cm2 ~bottom
row of figures! and for a standard high dose o
231016 ions/cm2 ~top row!. The left hand@Figs. 1~a! and
1~d!# show the refractive index of modes and resonan
~horizontal dotted lines! and the index profiles obtained from
the mode analysis~solid line! for the ordinary refractive in-
dex no(u50°) for high and lose dose, respectively. Figur
1~c! and 1~f! show similar plots for the extraordinary refrac
tive index ne(u590°) for the high and low doses. Missin
modes can be predicted, but surface coupling is inadeq
to make measurements of them directly, nevertheless f
earlier work their positions can be estimated, and an exam
occurs here where the two highest index modes in Fig. 1~c!
are not accessible via surface prism coupling.

Of particular note is thene profile @Fig. 1~f!# which is
determined for the low dose, as the index increases at the
of the ion range~i.e., as noted elsewhere for ion implante
Nd:YAG waveguides!.9 There is thus a divergence of beha
ior betweenno and ne and in order to ascertain how th
icense or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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transition between these extremes, observations were m
for the hybrid modes by rotating the samples under
prism.

Figures 1~b! and 1~e! summarize the results and sho
there are smooth transitions in the refractive indices. In
case of the standard high dose waveguides@Fig. 1~b!#, modes
and resonances can be readily seen and measured fo
angles. Their analysis is, however, far more difficult for th
hybrid mode situation, hence the hybrid mode indic
marked on Fig. 1~b! are less well determined than the pre
sion values obtained at the end points ofu values of 0° and
90°. The data nevertheless confirm that a damage gene
low index barrier exists for all values ofu. In the Fig. 1~b!
we have only plotted the first three modes because their
brid behavior is negligible. Higher order modes split in tw
different components because of the birefringent nature
LiNbO3.

17 As shown by Fig. 1~b! there is also a smooth
transition fromno to ne from easily coupled modes to pre
dicted missing mode values. By contrast, on inspection
Fig. 1~e! for the small ion beam dose, there is a crossove
the values of the surface indices with those of the dam
barrier. Consequently the measured modes become va
ingly faint when approaching an angle aroundu545°, re-
sulting in a mode gap where modes can no longer be s
ported. This feature was initially unexpected, but
hindsight is consistent with the observations shown by F
1~d! and 1~f!. This is a novel result, which appears for dos
up to ;531015 ions/cm2, and it has been observed for an
shape, size, and pressure of the optical contact.

Rigorously, for any intermediate angle, modes are
longer pure TE or TM, but they become hybrid modes, a
any further detailed study should take this into accoun17

Nevertheless, for planar waveguides and for the highes
fective index modes, as considered here, the hybrid chara
can be effectively neglected.

A similar pattern of modes and a mode gap, has b
noted previously18 in a study of double energy implante
LiNbO3 waveguides for light propagating at different angl
of u. Their data show a similar mode gap, but in that wo
the authors did not offer any explanation for such behav

Although Fig. 1~f! indicates that a mode exists which h
a higher index than the surface index it could not be s
ported within the very narrow region of raised index form
at the end of the ion track by nuclear collision damage. T
possibility of confinement within a raised index region h
been confirmed by building a wide high index zone us
multi-energy implants. A low dose was used for seve
closely spaced ion energies. These multienergy He impl
were made using energies of 2.00, 1.95, 1.90, 1
1.80, 1.75, and 1.70 MeV, each with a dose
131015 ions/cm2. Thene mode pattern of this structure dif
fered strongly from the single energy case, where there
just one mode of slightly raised index. For the multi-ener
case the effective modal indices are shifted to higher valu
and the resonances through the barrier are mostly
pressed. The results are plotted in Fig. 2 for this multi-ene
implanted guide. In Fig. 2~a! the dashed line represents th
intensity distribution of theno guided light and the dotted
line is that of thene light. There is onene missing mode, as
Downloaded 22 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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monitored from the surface prism, that exists within t
raised index barrier zone, and so does not couple to the
face, but this was revealed by rotating the sample, as
scribed previously.

In order to measure the depth and the width of the bur
ne waveguide, several near field images of the guided li
were made with an end-coupling system. The polarization
the in-coupled light was changed from ordinary to extraor
nary, without moving the relative positions of the samp
out-coupling objective or the CCD imaging camera. The n
field intensity patterns are shown in Fig. 2~a!. The double
peaked solid line represents the profile measured for in
light polarized at an angle of 45° to the surface sample, t
is, when TE (ne) and TM(no) modes are coupled simulta
neously. When coupling was made only forno ~ordinary
light! the near field showed a waveguide at about 3mm
depth, extending from the surface, with a boundary defin
by the reducedno index ~the barrier!. For ne ~extraordinary
light! there are two different possibilities for waveguidin
since two different types of mode can be excited. These
either a guided mode extending from the surface, to a de
of less than 4mm, or a buried mode, of;1.5 mm width
which commences some 2.5mm from the surface. Figure 2
shows that most of the power is emitted in the near fi
pattern of the buried mode. Since ordinary polarized ligh
not guided in this buried barrier region there can be a spa
separation of the two polarizations in the near field patter

The results lead to the estimated index profiles shown
Figure 2~b!. The multiple low dose implants with closel
spaced energies generate a continuous extraordinary i
increase at the end of the ion track that give rise to the bu
mode. The accumulative electronic stopping effect~giving a
slight increase of index from the surface throughout the
range!, that each implant generates, also allows a mode to
confined between the surface and a depth of almost 5mm.

FIG. 2. Results obtained from a multi-energy implanted waveguide form
by using He1 energies of 2, 1.95, 1.9, 1.85, 1.8, 1.75, and 1.7 MeV, e
with a dose of 131015 ions/cm2. ~a! Near field intensity profiles for theno

values, as dashed line, and thene data are shown by a dotted one. Th
intensity profile for light polarized at 45° to the major axes of the sam
surface is shown by the continuous line,~b! estimated refractive index depth
profiles for this multi-energy implanted waveguide.
icense or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The near field intensity profiles described here imply t
the propagation losses of the waveguides are low enoug
transmit the guided light. Normally, for the standard hi
dose implanted waveguides the normal procedure requir
reduction of the losses in order to allow light transmissio
Typically this is made via a low temperature annealing
250 °C that removes absorbing color centers, but with
making a significant change in the refractive index profi
Remarkably, for the low dose implanted waveguides
have found good light transmission, even before anneal
Nevertheless, transmission increases, as expected, with
annealing procedure. Further work is in progress to comp
the final low loss values for the two cases,~i.e., from the
standard dose and the low dose implanted guides!.

Given that the waveguiding capabilities reported h
are for the extraordinary polarization in the nuclear dam
region, there is concern about its usefulness of the region
electro-optic and nonlinear devices. The restructuring of
tice involves some defects or deformed lattice, and these
reduce the relevant performance. However, this is offset
the access to the highest nonlinear coefficient of LiNb3

(d33) which is addressed via the extraordinary polarizati
A recent detailed study of the in depth profiles of the seco
order nonlinearity19 showed that for implant doses lowe
than 531015 ions/cm2, more that 50% of the value of th
d33 bulk LiNbO3 coefficient is still preserved. The value rise
to 75% for the lower dose of 131015 ions/cm2, even before
annealing~i.e., which is a factor of 3 greater than availab
for no light!. Further recovery of the nonlinearity is expect
with annealing treatments, as for the case of high impl
doses.

A simple explanation for the novel refractive index pro
erty can be given taking into account that LiNbO3 is a ma-
terial with a high negative birefringence,Dn50.08,ne being
lower thanno . In general, ion beam damage results in is
lated point defects and ionic displacements, which at l
doses allows some relaxation and distortion of the latt
For a highly birefringent material this initially raises th
lower index and decreases the larger one. Continued b
bardment destroys the longer range lattice ordering and
can lead to total amorphization of a crystalline structu
~e.g., as seen in the quartz to silica transitions where the
crystalline indices converge to a lower high density gla
value!.1,2,20 In LiNbO3 total amorphization appears not to b
feasible since even for very high implant doses the ordin
and extraordinary indices never exactly match. Neverthel
the pattern reported here, and in Ref. 18, is consistent w
an ne index increase from relaxation of a damaged latti
followed by an overall decrease of both indices as pseu
amorphization occurs to a lower density glassy structure

CONCLUSIONS

The model is adequate to explain the effects but is ra
simple and does not include more subtle contributions fr
Downloaded 22 Jan 2013 to 161.111.22.141. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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changes in bond polarizability or stress induced distortio
The latter effects are well documented even in cubic a
glassy materials, and so may contribute in the LiNbO3. The
same effect might exist in the isomorphous LiTaO3, but as it
has only a very small birefringence it may be difficult
observe; however, in other birefringent or biaxial materia
the lowest refractive indices could increase. Possible ca
dates are CaCO3, KTP, BBO, LBO, KDP, or KNbO3 and in
the latter material such effects may be seen, although ‘‘u
low doses’’ are required as the material damages m
readily than LiNbO3.

1,11,12

The inherent presence of a mode gap, for many of th
materials, in which light can only propagate over a limit
angular range in a planar waveguide, opens the possibilit
designing and engineering new types of surface wavegu
devices.
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